Computer simulation of particle separation based on non-equilibrium swelling.
Steric/hyperlayer field-flow fractionation (FFF) is an established analytical technique for separating and characterizing particles in the 1-100 microns diameter range. The separation can be based on differences in size, density, shape and mechanical properties of the particles. In the course of an analysis of the water transporter system of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells and one of their high permeability mutants, the first successful attempt was made to use the steric/hyperlayer FFF system for the purpose of separating particles based on a time-dependent property, namely, the differential swelling of the two cell types. The present study was undertaken to simulate numerically the separation and suggest selection of operating conditions to minimize repetitive experiments. The computer simulation was developed using Maple V, a symbolic computing environment. It is shown that the model is able to predict an optimal velocity of carrier buffer that maximizes resolution. Predicted velocity/resolution pairs are in good agreement with available experimental data. Empirical models for the lift forces encountered in such FFF experiments, and for the zone broadening observed in work with cell sized particles, form the basis for this model.